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2022 Vanleigh Rv Beacon 41LKB $99,995
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Description 2022 VanLeigh RV Beacon 41LKB, VanLeigh RV Beacon fifth wheel 41LKB
highlights: Hand-Built Pantry Spacious Front Bath Bath and a Half Aluminum 4
Step Entry Theater Sofa Rear Kitchen Dinette Bar Your family vacations just got a
whole lot sweeter in this fifth wheel that can sleep four people each night. Once
you arrive at the campground, put out the four slides, then enjoy lunch on the
dinette with chairs. The dual opposing slides here will let the kids play a board
game on the floor if they want, and you and your spouse can relax on the theater
sofa. Prep and cook all your meals in the rear kitchen that includes ample counter
space, an Insignia oven and cooktop, plus an optional dishwasher to make
cleaning up easier than ever. The master bedroom includes sliding doors to save
on space, a king bed, plus a bedroom fireplace for a cozy evening indoors. You
will love the front bath with its dual bath sinks, spacious shower with a Teak
Wood seat, plus a large front closet with tons of storage space. This model also
includes a convenient half bath for your guests, now that's what I call luxury! Each
Beacon fifth wheel by VanLeigh RV is made with your comfort in mind. From the
high-quality Franklin furniture, made in the U.S.A, to the Cool Gel Memory Foam
mattress, it's easy to find luxury features at every turn. There is a galley window in
each model so you will have a view of the great outdoors as you clean up, and
each kitchen includes a stainless steel farm sink, a hand-built pantry to store all
your items, plus an LG residential refrigerator with ice and water in the door. You
will love the sleek look of the full overlay hardwood cabinetry and faceferames,
the hand laid vinyl tile flooring throughout, and the hardwood ceiling decor with
recessed LED lighting. Plan to travel year around with the Whisper Quiet A/C
system, the 42,000 BTU furnace, and the 7,200 BTU electric fireplace, plus each
model is constructed with a fully enclosed and heated underbelly with heat return.
The outside of the Beacon features two patio awnings on slide boxes, an LED
lighting system, plus dual exterior speakers to keep the party going day or night!

Basic information Year: 2022
Stock Number: C77798Z15
VIN Number: 7HHBC4220NV221320
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 42
GVW: 18500
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 4

Item address , Longview, Texas, United States
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